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ABSTRACT

A group of m sources (telephone exchanges) is offerlng
traffic to a group of n loca1 exchanges. From each

source S* (k=tr2r...rm) there are Nk, trunks leading

directly to local e>rchange E, (i=1r2r... rn). A cal-

originating at sk is transmitted first to local exchange

E with probabilitv q. (i.q. .=1). If the call's
I - -KI I'K]-

destination is E, fi*i) rather than 8., the call is
transfered from E, to E.,

For such a network, the optimal econontic dinensioning of
trunks (i.e,, optimal all-ocation of the Nn.'s) is deter-
nr-ined. tt is shown that, for each source exchange, the

optimal dimensioning is to d.irect. all tnrnks to a sinqle

rocal exchangs (which may differ for distinct sources).

This single local exchange is deterrnined as a f,unction of

the cost of trunks (i.e., distances) between the exchanges

and the load offered by the sources to the various local
exchangres.

1. INTROUJCTION

In this study we consider a telePhone net\tork comprised

of two groups of exchanges. one group is a collection of

local exchanges characterized by ttreir corunon first digit.

The other group is a collection of textraneoust exctranges

offeri-ng traffic to the first group. Itre exchanges of the

second group will be caLled source exchanges.

Each of the source exchanges is connected to the various

local exdranges by trunks which carry the offered load.

If the amount of traffic offered by a source exchange to

ttre entire group of local exchanges can be measured or

forecasted, then standard teletraffic methods may be

enployed to detennine the total number of tnrnks required

between this source exchange and the group of local

exchanges. This number is determined so as to assure a

pre-specified grad,e of service. If , in add-ition, the

partitioning of the offered load arpng the various Loca1

exchanges is also known, then one would wish to find the

best partitioning of the set of tnrnks that will optimize

sorre neasure of effeotiveness (e.9., total investment in

trunks or total flow in the systen).

Tfre special property of the network considered here is

that the grouP of local exchanges ts bt the step-by-steP

type - $, because of various technological reasons, the

flow of calls in the network is typically not a d,irect
one. A call orlginating at a certain sour.cs exoharrge,

rTcS

say SUr is routed randomly to one of the local exchanges.
If, for example, the calL anives at local exchange E.,
but its destination is local exchange E. , where ;{i, ttren
it is retransferred from E. to 8.. The chance of a call
originating at source exchange S* arriving first at local
exchange E. is given by qfi (qti i 0, Lg*. =l).
\pically, this probability is proportional to the nurnber

of trunks leading directly from Sn to 8.. That is, if
the total number of trunks outgoing from S* is determined
to be N1., and tt *n, of these are connected directly t,o
locaL exchange E., then the probability that a call
originating at Sk will arrive first at E. is given by
NLi.At .'

A further c.omplexity of the situation is the fact that,
besides receiving calls originating at the various source
exchanges, each local exchange offers traffic to its
sister exchanges in the group. This traffic is routed
directly accordiqg to its destination - but it is added

to that part of the traffic whictr is generated by the
source excharrges, and is rerouted anong the local
exchanges due to tlre random allocation of flow.

The objective of this study is to find the optimal dinren-

sioning of trunks in the telephone network described above

- i.e., the optimal part,itioning and the optimal routing
of trunks so as to achieve rniniuum investment costs while
naintaj.ning a required grade of senrice. It will be shown

that the optimal econouric allocation of tnrnks is to
direct all tn:nks from a certain source exchange to a

single local exchange. This local exchange may be differ-
ent for distinct source exchanges; it is deterrnined as a
function of the cost of trunks (i.e., distances) bet\reen

the exchanges and the load offered by the sources to the
various local- exchanges. This last result is an extension
of an earlier study by the author [f] in which the measure

of effectiveness to be ninimized was taken to be the total
flow in the network. It will be shown that the present

framework reduqes to the previous one if all costs of
trunks (distanceb) betvreen the cxchanges arc assumed to be

alike.

In fact, the results obtai.ned in [f] are qua]itatively the

sare - namely, to direct all tnrnks from a given source

exchange to a single local exchange. Hovrevex, this local
exchange is the one to which thc off,ered load is maxinal,

and it may not coincide with the local exchange deterrnined
by the minimum-cost objective function.
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The question of which objective function is most, appro-

priate is usually left to be answered by the management.

If one designs his network to mj.nimize investment costs,

he many not get the best possible grade of service. On

the other hand, if he wants the best possible grade of

service (i.e., with the minimum unnecessary flow in the

system), whj-ch wi]} be effective for a long period of

time, he may find himself investing a little bit more.

2. THE MODEL

A group of m source exchanges offers traffic to a group of
n local exchanges. *a \i- (k=1 ,2r...rmi i=Lt2r...rn) be

the offered traffic from source exchange SU to local
exchange E.. \i i" given in Erlangs, and is assumed to

be constant over the perj.od under consi-deratj.on. The

total amount of traffic offered by source exchange S* to

all local exchanges i= \.=tl=, \i.
To assure a required grade of service, the total number of
trunks leading from SU to al-1 local exchanges, *n., t=

determined by standard teletraffic methoas [Z]. The Prob-

1em we are concerned with is the optimal allocation of the

Nk. trunks among the n local exctranges; that is, for each

source exchange Sn (k=f,2,... rm), we wish to find the

optimal partitioning of trunks {lt*r,i=t,2r...,n} such that
.Iti=f Nti = Nk., where *Oi i" the number of tnrnks leading

directly from S,_ to local exchange E. (i=Lr2r...rn).

An opti-mal partitioning is one whose total lnvestment cost

in trunks is minimal (the cost of switching eguipment is

assumed to be almost the same for every partitioning of
*t.). It follows i-nunediately that one should take into
consj-deration the distances between the various exchanges.

fhese distances may be expressed in terms of the cost of
trunks bet\.teen the various exchanges. Thus, we let
aki (k=lr2 r. . . ,m; i=I ,2 r. . . rn) be the cost of a single
trunk from Su to E. (and, if one wishes, he may add to it
the cost of the switching equipment).

There is another source of flow in the system. Every

local exchange is offering traffic to each of it,s sister
local exchanges. Denote 5y zil (i,j=l,2,...rn) the local

traffic offered by Ei to 8.. This traffic flcns directly
from E. to E. with no detours. Moreover, the 2..'s arer I rl
independent of the \:. 

t 

". 
As a consequence, it follo^ts

that the 2,.'s do not affect the optimal allocation of therl
ll l^

KI

Let d.. (irj=I,2,...rn) be the cost of a single trunk
l't

"onrr..fing local excrhange E. to local exchange 8.. (rn

many cases, the dijt" and the ti-t" are linear functions
of the distances between E. and 8., and S* and E,' resPec-

tively. However, this assumption is not required for the

analysJ-s of the system) .

Ncrr, consider a call originati-ng at S*. For ease of
presentation and analysis, we assune that the grading is
such that the traffic offered by St is distributed evenly

among its N, outgoing tnrnks. However, the final results-k.
remain the same if this assumption is relaxed and we
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assume that the traffic offered by Sa is distributed among

the local exchanges according to some arbitrary distribu-
tion {q,-. i=I,2 r.. . ,n}. Thus, assume that the probability-Kl ,
of our call being directed to E. is given O" n*, = NkiAk.

(k=! r21 . . . lrni t=L t2 r. . . rn) .

This probability is independent of the destination of the

caIl. If it turns out that the call arrives at E. but its
destinat,ion is E. (j+i), then it is retransferred from

E. to E..
1a

We assume that the system is designed for small losses -
i.e., the Nn.'s are determined such that, for each source

exchange Snr the actual carried traffic from Sn to E, is
given by

(1) Yki = \.qxi
In other words, from the total amount 

"f \. Erlangs

offered Uy St to all local exchanges, a proportion g*,
flops directly to E.. Ho$tever, o.Iy \:.qX. Erlangs of
this anpunt have E, as their destination. The rest of the
traffic, amounting to (\. - \i)qLi Erlangs, has to be

retransferred to the various destj-nations. The amor:nt of

traffic to be transferred from 
"i 

ao uj ( jfi)is \jnni -
where, clearlyr I--1. \-.9,-. = (A\_ -A_. )q,_,. Since E.

recieves carrs r'll'.rl'=::'"" "X;J;";:'.n" .o..t'u'o.r,,.
of traffic which has to be retransferred from E. to E.

is given by

(2) w.. =r)-, \-.g., (i,j = L,2r...rn; ifil.
r I K=l_ Kl -Kr

This retransferred traffic is added ao ,rj, the load

offered by Ei to E. , such that the total flow from Ei to
E. is

"t

(3) X..=2.,+W.,rl rl rl
Thus, every aLlocation of the *ki'" determines the set of
flows tx,-)(through the q,-.'s) - and, for any such set,1l - -Kl-

the number of trunks required to carry the flow in each

route is deterrnined by st,andard teletraffic tables that
guarantee a high grade of service. The network is
illustrated in Ficrure 1.

3. oPTIMAL DIMENSIONING

A quick study of standard teletraffic tables - orr equiva-

lentlyl an analysis of Erlangrs loss formula such as in

[f] - reveals that if the offered traffic is large enough,

the number of trunks required to carry the flow at a given

grade of service is very closely proportional to the

offered 1oad. Let this proportion be denoted by o. To

carry one Erlang of offered or transferred traffic, o > I

trunks are needed between the corresponding exchanges so

that the network's performance will nreet the specified
grade of service. In other words, the number of trunks

required between Sn and E. is oYki, and the number of
trunks to be allocated to carry ttre traffic between E.

and E. is crX. ..
I 1l
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Figure 1: A Scheme of the Network

Our problem, therefore, is to find an allocation of trr.nks
that will mininrize the total investment. cc6t in the

network,
mn(4) c = l*=rli'=r ci.i(oyri) * tL. tl=, url (cx. 

r) .

Substitutj_ng the values of yti -.ra Xij fron equations
(1), (2) and (3) we qet

rTcS

mn
(5)c=oiI I c.,Aq.

g=1 i=l Kl" k' -KI
n

+I
i=1

n
T

m
x(I A.q. +z..)j.

k=I Kl -Kr rl

Since t.I.d. .2. is a constant term independent of the
L J L) LJ

allocation of the N,_,'S, and we are using the reLations
-Kr

4- = I. , \_. and q,_. = N,_,/N, , our problem is finallyJ(. l=f Kl -X)- KL J<. -

stated as: find non-negative integer-valued variables
*kit" (k=\r2p.r.'trli i=Lt2r...rn), so as to mi-nimize

mlfnn(6' [:--tI I A (C..+d..)N-.
k=I N1. L i=l i=1 Kl KI 1l kr-

subject to

n(7) I N,_. = N,_ (k=L,2r...rft).
i-1 KI K'

It follows inrnediately that (5) and (7) can be separated

into m independent problems. Each such problem corres-
ponds to a singJ.e source exchange, and is an n-variable
Integer Linear Programming problem with a single con-
strai-nt. For each source exchange S* (k=1 ,2,...,m) , the
problem is

(B) minirnir. {l [i A . (c- .+a )'lr,r ]'i=1'l=1'kj' -ki -i j"^'ti'
subject to

n
(9) I N. =N.

i-t KI K'

The solution of (B) and (9) follows readily: find the

Iocal exchanqe E,,,. for which I a (c + r )_-,---*-,- -i (k) j=f .l< j . L,i (k) -i {k; , i,

= *n t I 4-.(q-.+d.-)], and direct arl N.

1< i1n j=I Kl Kr 1l K'

outgoing trunks from Sn to Ei (k) . This result has the

qualitative advantage that it is independent of the

actuaL value of NU..

Before proceeding to a special case where ti=I for all
k and i, and Urj = L for all ifi, dii=O, we want to give

an interyretation of our result. The term

nn
I A .1q.+d..) = A C..+I A .d.. in esuation (B) has
j=I Kl KI rl x. rr j*l Kl rl

the dimension of Erlangs x cost. If aL of the flow from

SO is directed to E. r then "\.CXi is the investment cost
of the N, tnrnks leading from S. to 8,. In such a case,K. - K I
A is the amount of traffic to be transferred from E. toKl l-

E .. Thus, the investrEnt cost for trunks between E. and

f- is o{-.d... Sunrnation over all j gives the total
I Klll

investment in tnrnks for the transferred traffic. The

total investment cost is therefore (A 
". 

,*? A .d..).K' Kr j=I Kl rl

nquation (5) may be interpreted in the same way. It
should be noted that because of the proportionality role

of cr, *" 
"rj's 

do not affect the (optimal) solution.

If the costs C. and d. are proportional to the corres-kr rl
ponding distances between the exchanges, then the optinal
partition 1s the one which minimizes the summation of
products of Erlangs x distances. That is, the optimal

solution is the one for which the overall distance of

total traveled traffic is minimal. This last obiective

r_l

xt' xti xti

x.- x..
r)t. )L

.Y

KN

x.x
lrr tnl

=2..+W.,1l_ l-r.
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functj-on may serve as a measure of effectiveness in other

network studies.

4. A SPECIAL CA.SE

Suppose that Cn. = I for aL1 k and i, dij I for ifj, and

d =o for alt i. That i-s' we assume that aII distances
II

between the various exchanges are alike, and vte are

rnterested only in rainiraizj"ng the flow of traffic in the

,retwork. In such a case, each of the problems (8) becomes

(ro) minimize f3 [q- *,- * I I 
" 

,r.r. .lt- 'Nk. - k.- k. ilr j1r 'fcj.'t<i"
rfi

subjecr to (9) .

m
Srnce I \_ is a given constant, the problem is equiva-

k=I K'
I aht l-^

(Il) minimize { f 3 o. .*. . - f 
^. 

.N. .}.
i=l j=l Kl Kr i=I Kr Kr

hh

tttttrl, ilr \jNr.:- = \.*r. ' the problem is equivarent to

(r2) maxj-mize { I e. .rv. . i
i=l KI Kl-

subject to (9).

Ttrrs case was consj.derea in [f].
TLre optimal solution of (12) under (9) is, for each

source exchange Snr to find the local exchange E:.(f) for
which \,i(Xl = *i" {\r}, and to direct al1 N*. trunks to
that local exchange. In other words, aII the traffic is
drrected to the local exchange to which the offered load
is maximal.

As was pointed out in t,he Introduction, one should decide
whether he wishes to design his network according to
objective (8), which emphasizes the cost function, or
according to equation (12) , which emphasizes the traffic
polnt of view.
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